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1. Introduction 
In Meanti et al. (1990) the optimal value of the multiknapsack problem is studied 
as a function of the knapsack capacities. They consider the fo llowing model. Let 
a1; be the amount of space in the ith knapsack ( i = 1, ... , m) required by the j th 
item(}= 1, ... , n). Item j yields a profit c; (j = 1, ... , n) upon inclusion. The ith 
knapsack has capacity b; (i = 1, . .. , m). The multiknapsack problem is formulated 
as: 
" (M K ) max L CjXj 
, ..... . 
" 
s. t. I a0j ~ b, C ;= 1, ... , m ), 
j - 1 
Xj E{0,1} (j=l, ... ,n). 
Meanti et al. ( 1990) have shown that if the coefficients cj and aij (j = 1, ... , n, 
i = 1, ... , m) are generated by an appropriate random mechanism, then the sequence 
of o ptimal values of (MK), properly normalized~ converges with proba bility one 
( w.p. 1) to a function of the b; 's, as n goes to infinity and m remains fixed. A crucial 
s tep in their proof of this result is the derivation of a uniform strong law of large 
numbers, using theory of convergence of convex functions. 
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We will show in this paper that results from empirical process theory can be applied 
to reprove this result. More interestingly, the application of empirical process theory 
allows for a rather straightforward derivation of a rate of convergence by establishing 
a law 4 the iterated logarithm. These results are presented in Section 3. Moreover, 
results from empirical process theory can be used to derive a central limit theorem 
as will be shown in Section 4. 
First, in Section 2 we give an outline of Meanti et al. (1990) and indicate where 
our results fit in. 
In Section 5 we discuss the interest of such results and the role that application 
of empirical process theory may play in this field of research. 
2. Convergence of the multiknapsack value function 
Meanti et al. ( 1990) assume that the profit coefficients c;, j = 1, ... , n, are i .i.d. 
nonnegative random variables with finite expectation, and that the vectors of require-
ment coefficients <l;; = (a 1J, ... , a,nJ}T, j = 1, ... , n, are i.i.d. nonnegative random 
vectors with finite expectations. The profit coefficients and requirement coefficients 
are independent from each other. Let b; = n{3;, i = 1, . .. , m, for {3 = ({3 1, . .. , {3,,, )TE 
V:= {{3: O~ {3; ~Ea;, , i = 1, . . . , m}. The asymptotic behaviour of the optimal value 
z'., of (M K ) is established as a function of /3. 
For any non negative vector of multipliers A =(A 1 , ... , A,,,) T the optimal value of 
the Lagrangean relaxation of the linear programming (continuous) relaxation of 
(MK) is defined as 
where 
"' if cj - I A;aij > 0, 
i = l j = 1, . .. , n. 
otherwise, 
Define 
and let A ~ be a vector such that L,,(A~)=min ... ,.,0 L,,(A). Then, Meanti et al. (1990) 
show that 
L,,(A!)-m( .~ax c;) ~.!..z~~L,,(A!). 
n j - 1 . . .. ,n n 
(2.1) 
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Let the function L(A ) be defined as 
L (A) :=AT f3 + E ( c, - AT a 1 )x~(A ) 
and let A* be a minimizer of L( A). Theorem 3.1 in Meanti et al. (1990) states that 
Jim IL,,(A ~)- L(A *)I= 0 w.p. 1. 
n - .).· 
(2.2) 
This, together with (2.1 ), implies their main result: 
Jim I! z~. - L(A *)I = 0 w.p. 1. 
,, _.x, n 
To prove result (2.2) they show that the strong law of large numbers, which implies 
that 
limlL,,(A)- L(A )j=O w.p.l 
n-"C' 
holds uniformly over a ll ,\ in a compact set S c IR'", using the convexity of the 
functions L,,(A) and L(A ). From this (2.2) follows almost immediately (cf. Meanti 
et al., 1990, Proof o f Theorem 3.1 ). In the fo llowing section we show that results 
from empirical process theory can be applied to reprove the uniform strong law of 
large numbers, a nd, moreover, to establish a rate of convergence. For simplicity we 
will assume throughout the paper that c and a have bounded supports. Specifically, 
we will p resent a uniform law of the iterated logarithm that yields 
( l ; ) 1 12IL,,( A ~)-L(A*)l = O( l ) w.p. l. og og n 
Furthermore, in Section 4, we use a general theorem from Pollard ( 1984) (see also 
Pollard, 1985) to derive asymptotic normality of the optimal Lagrangean multipliers 
.A ~, of the optimal value of the Lagrangean relaxation L,,(.A ! ), and o f the normal ized 
optimal value of ( M K) z:,. The asymptotic properties of A ~ are particularly interest-
ing in view of its use in a heuristic procedure for solving the multiknapsack problem 
(see Rinnooy Kan et al., 1992). 
3. Rate of convergence 
Consider the functions h. : IR"'+ 1 ~ IR, for A ~ 0, defined as 
r( )= {AT/3 +(c -A.Ta)111 ... ., 1:c ·A'ul( c,a), c~O. a ~ O. 
JA C, Q h . 0, ot erw1se, 
where 11< ... uJ: .. ,,. A'"ui(c, a) is the indicator function of the set {(c, a ): c> A. Ta}. Then 
L,,(A.) is the mean value of f;..(c, a) over n independent observations 
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and L()l) is the expectation of f>..(c, a), 
Let 31 be the class of functions .l made up by all possible vectors A ~ 0: 
%:= {h,: A ~ O}. 
The graph of a function g: !Rd --')- IR is formulated as 
graph g = { (t, x) E !Rd + 1: 0 ~ t ~ g(x) v g(x) ~ t ~ O}. 
We will present some concepts and results from empirical process theory and show 
that the class of graphs of the functions in fJi has properties that allow direct 
application of these results. 
Definition 1. Let f0 be a class of subsets of a space X. For x ,, x 2 , .. • , x,, EX define 
L\ ~"" ( x 1> •• . , x,,) := card { D n { x L , ••• , x,.}: D E £0} 
and 
m!?ll (n) := sup{Ll g, (x,, ... , x,,): x,, ... , x,. E X}. 
N ote that m 0i (n) ~ 211• The class@ is called a Vapnik-Chervonenkis class if m ':t (n) < 
2" for some n ~ 1 (cf. Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 1971 ). 
For classes of functions we have a similar definition based on their graphs. 
Definition 2. A class CfJ of real-valued functions is called a Vapn ik- Chervonenkis 
graph class if the graphs of the functions in CfJ form a Vapnik-C hervonenkis class. 
The following theorem from Alexander (1984) establishes a uniform law of the 
iterated logarithm for a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class of functions. 
Theorem 3.1. Let x,, . .. , x,, be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables taking values in 
a space (X, .stl) and let<{} be a class of measurable real valued functions on X, such that 
(i) <{}is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class, and 
(ii ) the functions in <{}are uniformly bounded. 
Then, modulo measurability, 
( n ) t/2 11 n I sup - [ g(xi) - Eg(x ,) = 0(1 ) 
g c w log log n n i= 1 
w.p. 1. D 
For application of this theorem in our analysis we have to verify the two conditions 
(i) and (ii) for the class of functions {f>..: A~ O}. To show that the first condition 
is satisfied is rather straightforward, given the theory on Vapnik-Cheronenkis 
classes. It is known that classes of open and closed halfspaces in IR' say, i.e. 
~I ={{x: eTx > O}, Oe!R'} and ffi2={{x: oTx~O}, OE~'} are Vapnik-Chervonenkis 
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classes (see e.g. Dudley, 1984). Moreover, the Yapnik-Chervonenkis property is 
preserved under taking finite unions, intersections and complements Pollard (1984, 
p. 18). Now, the graph of a function h. is 
{{O~ r ~A TJ3} n{c~ A Ta} n{c~ O, a ~ O}} 
u{{O~ t ~ AT/3+c-ATa} r.{c> ATa}n{c~ O. a ~O}} 
u { { I = ()} l'I { c ~ 0, a ~ 0} c}, 
which is clearly a finite union of finite intersections of halfspaces in !Rm ' 2. 
As for the second condition of Theorem 3.1, we notice that, under the assumption 
of bounded support of c and a, the functions h. are uniformly bounded only for A 
in a bounded set. In Meanti et al. (1990, Lemma 3.1 ), it is shown that the interesting 
values of A, i.e., those values that are candidates for minimizing L,,(A) and L(A ), 
are in the set S := {A: AT J3::;;; Ec1 + 1, A ~ O}. T herefore, we arrive at the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. If c and a have bounded support, then 
sup(l n )
1
1:2IL,,(A)-L(A)l= O(l ) w.p. I. 0 
>.c s og log n 
From this lemma the following theorem fo llows easily. 
Theorem 3.3. If c and a have bounded support, then 
( ) 
1/2 
I ~ IL,,(A~)-L(A*)l =O(l) 
og og n 
w.p. l. 
Proof. Let A* be a minimum of L(A ). If L(A *) ~ L,, (A!), then I Ln(A~) - L(A *)l ~ 
L,,(A*)-L(A*) since A ~ minimizes L,,(.A). Otherwise, if L(.A*)> L11 (A ~). then 
IL,,(A !)- L(.A* )I~ L( .A !)- Ln( .A ~). Hence, 
IL,, (...\ ~) - L(A * ) I ~ sup !Ln(A) - L( .A )I. 
/\£.S 
This inequality together with Lemma 3.2 completes the proof. 0 
Regarding (2.1), this theorem leads easily to the rate of convergence of the 
normalized optimal value z~ of the multiknapsack problem . 
Theorem 3.4. If c and a have bounded support, then 
( ) ,,21
1 I 
. n -z~ -L(A*) =0( 1) 
log log n n 
w.p. l. D 
In fact, this rate of convergence is sharp in most cases (see Remark 1 at the end 
of Section 4). 
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4. Asymptotic normality 
For the derivation of the results in this section we need two extra assumptions on 
the function L (A ). The first one is that L(A) has a unique minimum .A*. From Meanti 
et al. (1990, p. 242) we know that in this case A ~ converges to A* with probability 
l. Moreover. Lemma 4 .4 from the same paper gives sufficient conditions on the 
distribution of c and a for this to hold. 
The second assumption that we need is that A* is an interior point of the feasible 
region of A, which means that A*> 0. This is equal to assuming that none of the m 
knapsack constraints has positive expected slack. That this is not such a severe 
restriction comes from the fact that constraints with positive expected slack do not 
influence L(A *). 
Under these conditions Theorem VII.5 from Pollard ( 1984, p. 141) is tailored for 
establishing asymptotic normality of A~. Before we get to the application of this 
theorem we derive some preliminary results. The purpose of this is to provide the 
reader with some insight in the matter and to use these results later on to establish 
asymptotic normality of L,,(A~) and z~/n. 
Suppose that L(A) has second derivative matrix V in A*. Under the assumption 
that A* is an interior point the Taylor expansion for A close to A* gives 
L ( A) - L( A*) = 1C A - A*) 1 V (A - A*) + o( II A - A* 112) ( 4.1) 
where ll A -A * II = ((A -A *).\A -A * )) 112• If Vis non-singular, (4.1 ) implies that for 
small values of II A - A* II and some positive constant 71, 
L(A )- L(A *) ~ rJ'llA -A *112• (4.2) 
Let us compare this with the behaviour of L,,(A ) - L (A *). For this purpose we use 
another theorem from empirical process theory. y,, = OP( a,,) is used as shorthand 
notation to say that for every s > 0 there exists an M < oo such that for n large 
enough Pr{Jy,,I> Ma,.}< s. 
Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 we have that, modulo measurability 
0 
This theorem is a consequence of general results on so-called Donsker-classes of 
functions (see Dudley, 1984; Gine and Zinn, 1984; Pollard, 1984). It provides us 
with the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. If a has a distribution with bounded support, 
( L,, (A)-L,,(A*))-( L(A)-L(.A*) ) _
0 
( _ ,12) 
sup II *II - p n . A , . () A -A (4.3) 
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Proof. Define the class @i1 as 
ffa1 ={(h. - J,.. . )/ llA - ,\*II:,\ E ~':'.}. 
ffa1 is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class, since ;J; = {h,: ,\ E Ill~} is a Vapnik-
Chervonenkis graph class,f,.. •is a fixed function and the property is preserved under 
scaling. 
It remains to show that ;J;1 is uniformly bounded. Consider the case that ,\T a < 
·T 
,\"' a. Then, 
.h.. ( c, a } - f,.. .( c, a) 
ll A - A* ll 
- (,\-,\*)Ta (c-A.Ta) 
= llA - ,\* II 111<-.a>:>-*Ta«1(c, a)+ llA - ,\*II l!tc.a> : A*ra ,, c.>- 'a <d( c, a) 
(,\ - ,\ *)T /3 
+--- -
llA - A.*11 
-(,\-,\*)Ta (c-A.*Ta) 
= llA.-A.* 11 l !<c.a):>.* ra <cl(c, a) + llA.-A*ll l 11c,aJ:A'"ra ;;. c,>. ' "<d(c,a). 
{A-A*)Ta (A - A*)T/3 
llA-A*il l{1<".a1·>. •' " " ''.>. 111.: c1(c,a)+ llA-..1.* lj ' 
Hence, 
where i is the m-dimensiona l vector consisting of all ones. The case ,\Ta > ,\ *Ta 
can be handled similarly and yields the same bound. Since a is assumed to have 
bounded support, and hence f3 < Ea 1 is bounded, we have that ffa1 is uniformly 
bounded. Now, application of Theorem 4.1 to the class ffa, finishes the proof. D 
S ince A~ minimizes L 11 (A) we have that 
(L,,(A.!)-L,,(A *))- ( L(A~ )- L(A *)):::;;; - ( L(A~) - (L(A *)). 
Combine this with ( 4.1 ) and ( 4.3 ) to see that 
llA ~ - A *llOP(n- 112):::;,; -71 II ..\ ~ - A* II ~ 
or 
11 .A~ - A* l l ~_!_Op(n-'n)= Op( n •12). 
T/ 
(4.4) 
Thus we arrive at a vn-rate of convergence. Theorem Vll.5 from Pollard (1984) 
can be used to give the limiting distribution. For a thorough explanation of the 
concepts playing a role in the theorem we refer the interested reader to Chapter 
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VII of Pollard' s book. Here we will restrict ourselves to a brief exposition on the 
crucial condition of the theorem, which concerns the remainder term rA of the linear 
approximation of h.. near A*: 
JA ( c, a) - JA• ( c, a) = (A - A*) T "1 ( c, a) + II .-\ - A * 11 r A ( c, a ) , (4.5) 
where "1 ( c, a) is given by 
Using (4.5) as a definition o.f r>.(c, a), it is easy to verify that the class {r": .-\ E~:·} 
is a Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph class. Since a has bounded support, uniform 
boundedness of this class follows easily from boundedness of the class ff1 defined 
in the proof of Lemma 4.2, and boundedness of {(A-,\ *f .d(c, a)/ llA -A *II: A E ~ :' }. 
Let the distribution of c and a be such that JI rA ~( c, a )i2 d F ( c, a) ~ 0 w. p. 1, e.g. 
assume F to be continuous in c and a. From Pollard 0 984, pp. 151-152) we know 
that the above properties of rare sufficient to imply condition (v) of Theorem VII.5, 
which is a so-called stochastic equicontinuity condition on the remainder term. It 
roughly says that for ,\~~A* the impact of the remainder term on the asymptotic 
behaviour of A~ - ,\ * becomes negligible. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that L( A) has a unique minimum A* and a non-singular second 
derivative matrix Vat,\*. Specifically, assume that the distribution function of c and 
a is continuous. Then .Jn (A~ - ,\ *) converges in law to a multivariate normal distribution 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix v-1 );V- 1, where); is the covariance matrix of the 
random vector "1(c, a). 
Proof. The proof is a direct application of Pollard's Theorem VII.5 to our special 
case. We showed above that under the assumptions the stochastic equicontinuity 
condition is satisfied. The other conditions of the theorem are satisfied trivially or 
by assumption. 0 
As a byproduct of the results obtained so far we will derive asymptotic normality 
of Ln(,\ ~). Remember that L,,(A *)is just a normalized sum of i.i.d. random variables, 
so that .Jri(Ln(A *)- L(.A.)) converges to a normal law. The following lemma shows 
that L,,(A~) is close enough to L,,(A *)to exhibit the same asymptotic behaviour. 
Lemma 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.3, 
Proof. Combining (4.1) and (4.4) we have that 
(4.6) 
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Using (4.3) and (4.4) we see that 
i(L,, (A;) - L,,(A *) )-(L(A ~) - L(A *))I 
= II A*_ A* 11 i(Ln (.,\ ~) - Ln (A*)) - ( L( A~) - L(A *))I 
" ll A. ~-A *II 
=Op(n - 1). 
Together with (4.6) this implies that 
i (L,.(A~) - L,.(A *)I~ IC L,, (A ~) - L,,(A *)) - (L( A. ~)- L(A *))I+ IL(.A~)- L(A *) I 
= Op(n- 1). D 
Corollary. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied. Let a-2 be the 
variance off>-.(c. a). Then Jri(L,,(A.~)-L(A *)), ./n(z~/n -L(A *))and ./n(L,,(A *)-
L(.A *)) are asymptotically equivalent and converge in law to a normal random variable 
with mean zero and variance a 2 • D 
Remark I. In a similar way as above it can be shown that 
Using the ordinary law of the iterated logarithm on L,,(A *) the above implies that 
the almost sure rate of convergence in Theorem 3.4 is sharp: 
. Fn I * *l-1i~-s~p J2loglogn L,, (A.,, ) -L(A.) -o- w.p. l. 
Remark 2. It is also possible to show that n(L11 (A.~)- L,,(A *)) is asymptotically 
chi-square distributed. 
5. Postlude 
We observe that there exist other examples of applications of empirical process 
theory in the research area of probabilistic value analysis of combinatorial problems. 
In a way analogous to the one in this paper an almost su re characterization of a 
covering problem has been established ( Piersma, 1987 ). ln Rhee and Talagrand 
(1988, 1989) empirical process theory has been used in probabilistic analyses of the 
optimal value of respectively a Euclidean matching problem and a median location 
problem. We also mention the probabilistic value analysis of a minimum flowtime 
scheduling problem (Marchetti Spaccamela et al., 1992) . 
Furthermore the approach of Pollard ( 1984) towards proving central limit 
theorems, turns out to be well-suited for value functions expressable as empirical 
process on Vapnik-Chervonenkis graph classes. 
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In view of this, it seems worthwhile to try for insights in the specific structures 
of combinatorial optimization problems that allow for such applications. That wider 
applicability is possible is intuitively supported by the fact that theorems from 
empirical process theory, like Theorem 3.1, heavily depend on combinatorial proper-
ties of classes of functions. 
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